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“The favor of Longhu Mountain is indeed very tempting.” 

Dustin nodded in agreement, then suddenly changed the subject and said: “However, I 

am still more interested in the person in front of me, so I can only talk to you. I’m sorry.” 

After hearing this, everyone was stunned and couldn’t believe it. 

No one expected that Dustin would choose to refuse. 

Are you kidding me? This is a favor from Longhu Mountain! 

An opportunity that can change your destiny! 

A once-in-a-century opportunity like this is something that no one else could even get by 

asking for it, but this guy in front of me didn’t care at all. 

Isn’t this stupid? 

“Brother dustin, what’s going on? Why would you refuse such a God-given opportunity?” 

Xu Yang was stunned, very puzzled. 

If it were him, he would probably burst into laughter. 

But Dustin did the opposite, which is really hard to understand. 

“It seems that Brother dustin feels that the value of that killer leader is higher than the 

favor of Longhu Mountain.” Yan Buqi thought thoughtfully. 

“Huh? What value can that killer have? He’s just a villain.” Liu Hongxue didn’t care. 

“Hongxue, don’t look at things at face value. If that person is really worthless, how can 

he attract Longhushan’s attention?” Liu Rushuang said meaningfully. 



Longhu Mountain has never been involved in mundane matters, but today it went 

against the norm and had to capture the lion alive, which proved that things were not 

simple. 

The reason why rhys is so insistent is probably already guessed. 

“Brother, you are making it difficult for me.” 

Zhang Yiqing spread his hands, looking a little helpless. 

I thought I could get it done by saying a few nice words, but I didn’t expect that the 

person in front of me was so ignorant that he didn’t care about Longhu Mountain’s false 

reputation. 

Although interesting, it is also a headache. 

“Longhu Mountain is famous far and wide, so it shouldn’t compete with a nobody like 

me, right?” Dustin smiled and tipped his hat. 

“I don’t care, but that old man in my family is a bit difficult to deal with. If I don’t take this 

man back today, I won’t be able to sleep peacefully.” 

Zhang Yiqing scratched his head, as if he thought of something, and suddenly said: 

“Brother, what are you going to do? Otherwise, let’s make a bet between the two of us. 

If whoever wins, he will take this person away. This way, we don’t have to hurt our 

friendship and don’t have to worry about it. How about it?” 

“What are you betting on?” Dustin asked with a smile. 

“It’s very simple. Bet on whether you can move this person?” 

Zhang Yiqing showed a harmless smile: “He is now pressed by my magic talisman. If 

you can move him, you will win. If you can’t move him, you will win.” Even if you lose. Of 

course, I won’t bully you. You can ask someone for help, but you can’t do it more than 

three times. Do you dare to bet?” ” 

Since you are so interested, I will naturally accompany you.” Dustin nodded and agreed. 



“Okay, that’s it, please.” Zhang Yishan said with his hands. 

The two Longhu Mountain disciples behind him looked at each other and smiled 

unconsciously. 

Outsiders may not know it, but they know very well how powerful the mountain-moving 

talisman that the young master’s uncle pressed on the back of the lion is. 

Not to mention Dustin alone, even all the people present combined would not be able to 

move it. 

Including the two of them, it doesn’t work either. 

“What the hell is the little Taoist doing? Isn’t it just moving someone? How difficult can it 

be? Betting in this way is not deliberately admitting defeat?” 

Liu Hongxue was a little strange. 

“Junior sister, what you said is wrong.” 

 


